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'Ihe research proposed here wouM involve the following types of 
development: 

3. Isolation of biochmicsl or tezperataxre-sensitive mutants in 
0155ue cultures. 

2, Szmrments of genetic transfer of point mutations and larger 
alterations by transfomatl.on 112th Diti, transduction of genetic 
naterid. by viruses with r&GmJ. or no health hazard, and traus- 
f'ection with the DBA of such viruses. Xf any one of these z&hods 
of genetic transfer succeeds, the. eondftions for ideal genetic 
transfer would be Investigated and the incorporation of the tmns- 
ferred.DXA into cellular DXA ~ouXd be establish&d, 

Xnvestigation of mechmisms restrict&g growth of viruses or of 
genetic transfer i,n different tissue culture lines. Very pareMiL 
restriction mechanisms have been discovered for bactcrio&es, 
and their mlecular oHgin has been attributed to DXA base nethyla- 
tioa (Arber) and breakdown by specIfSc DXAaoes (~!x~lson). 

4. Viruses containing very specific nonviral information for the 
curling of genetic diseases ccmld be isolated by techniques devel- 
aped for bacteriophages, such as the growth of viruses in large 
qumtities in cells Sn which recoldbination 30 wssible, by 
defectJ..ve viruses carrying the &sWxI gene 3lnked to defective 
viral. DNII, or by replicatjng viral DIVA in vitro and then wrapping 
it into the viral protelu coat which enables the entry of the 
aucleic acids into cells. 

Em&~&ion of the sensitivity to viral infection and to genetic 
transfer for cells at different states of differentiation. This 
vorlx would show whether viral. or genetlo transfer could be limited 
to specific differentiated tissue. 

6. 

It 

Slnca microorganism develop antibiotics durirz theti t&e of difm 
ferenM.ation (sporulation), it Is poss$ble that speciIic compomds 
with antibiotic activities aga!.xrat other cells are also produced 
by tissue cultures, !&is would be easy to verify6 

la realized that experiments %nvolviug auimal or human viruses and 
other genetic.transfer of ce3J.s have to be perfomed with great caution, 
both because the viruses themelves may conta?&mtc the surrounding 
areaa and because inadvertently a r&ant vjyus culture nay grov up and 

.atarf; c::n.s~,vir~~~ disease. However, cxpertints on the much mre dan- 
ger- mu.ser viruses a& presently perfomed under laboratory conditions 
which are not as ideally suited for protection as are the laboratorIes 
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of Ft. &trick, The latter laboratories are held under rcduccd 
procure and their air is exhausted th.rou& elaborate filter sys- 
tems which permit no infectLow particles to escape. The potential 
alleviatFon or curing of 8ome genetic diseases, which should be 
accomanied by genetic family counseling, wuld render this research 
emticntly worthwhile. Apart from ewenics, the transfer of genetic 
lnformtlon teems to be the only hope for the curiq of mat hered- 
ltary diseases. 

Ihe nams OP eclcntists (all with CM.3. Service positions) currently 
involved in genetic and tissue cuJ.ture.work at Ft. D&rick are: 

E: 
E 
Dr. 
lh?. 

Robert A. Altenbcrn 
&an D. Gol.dberg 
Wills D. Lawto~ 
Mlton W. Slein 
l?ranklin J. Tpq)-ar 
Robert Zsigray 

and their technical Eupport - - staff of 15 people. 
a J.ab0rat0qy space of J(j,OOU square feet. 2his group now occupies 


